
DELIVERIES ON TIME
With automation in commercial printing

Time savings
Thanks to automated file management
and file preparation, short delivery times
such as same day or next day delivery
can be met.

Reliable systems
Reliable automation software ensures
a smooth, fail-safe production work-
flow. It also increases the planning reli-
ability and utilization of the production
machines.

Smooth processes
A fully automated production work-
flow replaces manual, error-prone work
steps and guarantees high quality print
products.

Commercial printers often have a wide-ranging product portfolio. Starting with
business stationery over flyers, cards, posters up to brochures, magazines and
books. The Canadian print service provider Cober is exactly such a company. The
business was founded more than 100 years ago as a printer for grocery flyers.
Now Cober is one of Canada’s leading commercial printers, including a large
format department. In order to efficiently manage more than 600 orders per day
of different products and requirements while meeting tight delivery deadlines,
Cober has successfully automated their production workflow.

Seamless integration
The smooth interaction of the automa-
tion software with the existing system
landscape ensures a seamless end-to-
end workflow, from file input to printing
and finishing.

Challenges become strengths
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Manual file handling, file checking and
optimization as well as impositioning
takes valuable time.

Incorrect files bogged down the entire
workflow and resulted in extensive
troubleshooting.

Print files from different sources were
very different. Often the specifications
were not met.

Systems used were unreliable and often
failed.

Automation of file management, preflight
including corrections and impositioning
saves a lot of time.

Automated file corrections such as add-
ing missing bleed, color management and
much more ensure error-free production.

Print files from various sources (web
shops, sales department, etc.) are stan-
dardized in a central system.

The software ensures the stability of the
entire process, 24h a day / 7 days a week.

Perfect-fit optimization
of print files
Job ticket and rule-based file optimi-
zation prepares the individual files
according to requirements.

Intelligent handling of fluctuating
incoming orders
Thanks to automated and intelligent
assembly lines, fluctuating numbers
of incoming jobs (up to 4,000 orders
per day at peak times) are no longer
a challenge.

Scalable solution according to
the requirements
The modular structure of the soft-
ware allows individual configuration
and scaling according to the specific
needs. Short-term changes, extensions
or adaptations are possible at any time.

Smooth integration with customers
and web shops
Direct integrations with customer
systems and web shops ensure an
automated transfer of the print files.
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Initial situation with
conventional processes

Advantages through digitized,
automated processes

More efficiency through automated processes

“We are able to have those faster turnarounds
because we are able to automate the work.”
Jeff Sider, Senior Development Manager at Cober
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